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Active learning....student-centered learning....interactive learning....collaborative education....student-directed learning....empowerment in the classroom.

The jargon of cognitive psychology and education makes many historians cringe. While there doubtless are good educational techniques and substance lurking behind these terms, an underlying premise is that the traditional lecture does not work, that by its very nature lecturing renders students passive learners, induces apathy, and runs a greater risk of boring them into not learning at all (e.g., much of the content presented via lecture "is not attended to by students and what is attended to may be distorted on its path from the lecturer's notes to the students"). Although it is certainly possible that lecturing can contribute to a student's failure to learn, the contention here is that such results are not inevitable, that lecturing, especially history lecturing, can be made to promote learning in a way comparable to any other technique. I myself learned a great deal—certainly more than just historical facts and dead-weight information—from several outstanding lecturers. And I have gotten enough feedback over more than a quarter century of teaching to believe that I have had at least some success as a lecturer and, as well, a positive influence on many of my students who have become teachers (but not all of whom lecture).

I would contend, for the following reasons, that no single approach to teaching history is absolutely superior to all others: (1) Each of us is better at one technique or another; (2) our students are not always the same nor is the size of each class; and (3) with our goals remaining neither static nor uniform—both within a single course and from course to course—we inevitably determine the approach to use based upon how we see those goals being achieved optimally. Thus any number of methods can be used effectively, and several methods can, and should, be combined—which is part of what will be recommended here, although not that simply. That is, any method of teaching can become routine over time, and research suggests that the attention span of students
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1Our word "lecture" from the Latin verb legere, meaning "gather, choose," developed semantically to mean "read" when, during the Middle Ages, students did not have books readily available to them. John Ayto, Dictionary of Word Origins (New York: Arcade Publishing/Little, Brown, 1990).
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might start to wane after the first ten minutes or so.3 Therefore, some energy, throughout a class session, ought to be devoted indirectly to reviving that attention, and even the best lecturers should regularly interrupt the spoken narrative with something a little different.

In essence, however, and fundamental to teaching—regardless of the way one teaches or the styles employed—is the ability to engage students, to get them involved intellectually. Some teaching techniques and styles might lend themselves more readily to engagement, but virtually all approaches can be made to work, including the traditional history lecture. To be sure, a lecturer must avoid appearing to pontificate, or merely to pass along information and fact, or to repeat what is "in the book." A lecture is not a paper delivered at a professional meeting nor a speech before a partisan audience. To present a straight, factual, chronological history is to trivialize our discipline and to transform the teacher into an abridged version of a talking textbook. Instead, success in lecturing involves interacting with students; the lecturer must make what goes on in the classroom engaging. The purpose of this essay, then, is to suggest a number of ways that can help make such success happen in history classrooms.

Goals and Philosophy

Let's start with a generalization. Regardless of the history we teach, as we approach each course we should have goals. Having goals means we should take time to be introspective, to reflect upon our courses in order to determine what we want our students to come away with at the end of the term; and when we reflect, we should think as well about how lecturing can contribute to those goals. For example, in my various history courses I have established three kinds of broad goals: First, that students come to possess some minimal knowledge base and an understanding of the subject in question. Second, that they become, at the very least, a little bit excited about the passion of history, that they come to acknowledge the importance of history for who they are and who they will become. And third, that they expand their reading, writing, and thinking skills under the heading of what can be called "thinking historically;" that is, I realize that whatever body of knowledge students may have absorbed, over time much of it will be forgotten.

So, what is it that I want them to learn over and above content? If I can help them to think in a historical way, if I can get them to ask certain kinds of questions and to challenge perceived wisdom, if I can encourage them to evaluate and analyze material,

3Wilbert J. McKeachie, Teaching Tips: A Guidebook for the Beginning College Teacher, 8th ed. (Lexington, MA: D.C. Heath, 1986), 72; also see Peter Elbow, Embracing Contraries: Explorations in Learning and Teaching (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 182-94. Others suggest that attention starts to wane within 15 and 25 minutes. The number of minutes notwithstanding, the important distinction is that interest can start to slacken long before a class session ends.
if I can stir their blood, if I can push them to become more sophisticated writers, thinkers, and speakers, then they will possess attitudes and skills—even if only in rudimentary form—that they can take to other classes, and into the world beyond school. Therefore, to know where we wish to take our students—to know how to forge a link between our sophisticated comprehension and their growing understanding—is a prerequisite for trying to teach them.

Related to our sophisticated comprehension and students' ability to understand is a Darwinian-like selection we must make with regard to what should be excluded from a lecture. There is always so much we might include, especially when we know a lot about a topic, but studies have shown what François Fénelon quipped three centuries ago: "The more you say, the less people remember." Among the skills excellent teachers seem to possess are the ability to make these selections as per class level, to support these selections with sufficient examples, to make difficult material comprehensible, and to be aware that these skills are intertwined with one another.

Further, it should be remembered that we learn best when we acknowledge a need to know. Whatever method of teaching is employed, the teacher must "bring students to an awareness of their ignorance of a subject...[and since] students also learn best when they think for themselves," lectures should be more than a conveyor belt for the passage of knowledge from the producer to the consumer. Once we determine what it is we want our students to understand, we have to involve them in discovering this for themselves. Where, then, do we start to make the traditional history lecture work as a technique to engage and involve our students? The following suggestions are divided into two broad categories: first is a menu of vital actions and considerations, second is a collection of useful strategies.

**Vital Actions and Considerations**

**The Human Dimension:** Audiences do not connect well with intellectual abstractions; they do identify with people and feelings. Concepts and events are more likely to come to life and to have meaning when they are related to the people involved. To the extent

4For an examination of ten different explanations of what it means to think historically and how that translates into practice, see "Teaching Innovations Forum: Thinking Historically," ed. by Robert Blackey, Perspectives, 33:7 (October 1995).

5Quoted in The Dictionary of Humorous Quotations, ed. by Evan Egar (New York: Dorset, 1989), 73; the studies referred to are in McKeachie, Teaching Tips, and William E. Cashin, "Improving Lectures," in Maryellen Weimer and Rose Ann Neff, eds., Teaching College: College Reading for the New Instructor (Madison, WI: Magna Publications, 1990), 59-63.


possible, therefore, humanize the people you talk about. Learn what you can about their human characteristics; it is easy enough to impress students with the sometimes superhuman or out-of-the-ordinary accomplishments of the important individuals who are highlighted in lectures and texts. But without conveying a sense of what these people were like behind the scenes or between the lines, without bringing them to life in a way students can identify with—warts and all—you run the risk of lower levels of understanding.

In a comparable way, presenting yourself in a human—as opposed to robotic—way should be more conducive to learning. By being enthusiastic, dynamic, and passionate you can become a model for promoting motivation, inspiration, and curiosity. Teachers who enjoy what they are doing are more likely to have students who enjoy being in their classes; enjoyment is contagious. "Enthusiasm is the most convincing orator. It is like an infallible law of nature. The simplest person, fired with enthusiasm, is more persuasive than the most eloquent person without it." Explain why you are committed to your field, why a topic is important to you, and why it is essential to study history. As you read and do research in your subject, inevitably you learn something new. Why not demonstrate an eagerness to share it? Relate experiences from your research and travel: not just "war stories" but tales that convey the thrill (as well as the tedium) of research and the discovery that usually comes from perseverance and from travel to places you teach about. To me, each group of students is a new audience to win over, to discover that mine is the most important class they have ever had and that I am their best teacher.

Be yourself and allow who you are to characterize your style and to free you from conventional and predictable boundaries. There is no single way that can work for all of us because none of us are the same. Each person's style is like a fingerprint, unique to that individual. Find yours and make it work. (In my first couple of years teaching, I recall imitating those of my own history teachers who left a lasting impression. In time, I adapted their styles to suit me, and I allowed who I was to evolve into the teacher I have become.) Analyze your own personality and learn to make use of your most

---

positive and endearing characteristics, including your vulnerability, in order to help make what you do add to your appeal. Reduce anxiety—which can conceal passion and distort your public personality—by imagining and visualizing how you wish to be perceived, by reminding yourself that you are more knowledgeable than your students, by believing that you can and will improve, and by adequately preparing yourself.\textsuperscript{10}

\textbf{Teach By Example:} Teach by example, critically approaching your subject. How does the way you lecture both teach and encourage students to think in the ways prescribed by history? The history we teach should be argued, not simply narrated; whole courses, as well as individual lectures, should focus on problems and puzzles (some of the pieces of which have become distorted over time or are even missing) and not be a mere chronology of events, even when a course is designed to cover a specific period in a country's or a region's history. During a lecture introduce various interpretations and alternative or conflicting explanations (and not just one when several exist—although these should be limited for lower-division students, in order to make the point without overwhelming them). Similarly, it is crucial to emphasize periodically the difference between interpretation and fact in history (e.g., the United States's dropping atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the end the World War II is a fact, whereas the reasons for our doing so is subject to interpretation). Knowing that something happened is generally easier to determine than why it happened, which is also different from deciding whether what happened was good or bad, right or wrong. "Students must be made aware that although there is an inescapable subjective dimension to the study of history, not everything is up for grabs or a matter of opinion."\textsuperscript{11}

Motivate students by alerting them to problems and by challenging ideas they have previously taken for granted. Draw upon your own research and reading to show how alive and fascinating our discipline is. Demonstrate what is involved when you weigh and consider evidence and when you make connections and see relationships, especially unexpected connections and relationships. Surely we should all seek to demonstrate that there is not a single, unchanging version of history. Lectures should be used to create frameworks and expectations that might assist students as they read materials for your course, and this can be supplemented by providing students with a list of several questions to think about—some questions to help them understand the material and others to encourage them to think critically about it—as they do their assigned reading.

In class, ask rhetorical questions, and be relaxed enough in your presentation to allow for spontaneous discussion. Raise questions that challenge the subject matter,

\textsuperscript{10}Ibid., 57-59.

especially as it appears in textbooks, in supplementary readings, and among commonly-held beliefs; then model answers to these questions, eventually with students' involvement. Think out loud and walk them through your thought processes. Suggest to students that while they rarely have the opportunity to question the author of their textbooks, they do have regular access to you both in and out of class. (Incidentally, if you ask thought-provoking essay test questions, such modeling in class should eventually help students to respond more effectively on your exams.) Also, allow students to walk you through their thought processes as well; this is educational for you and for them.

The mention of modeling and textbooks calls to mind the once time-honored but now, I expect, little used teaching technique of textual analysis (explication du texte). We all may assign readings, but many of us no doubt devote insufficient attention to analyzing them thoroughly. It would be more instructive, however, for us first to model reading and analyzing passages out loud and then to encourage students to do the same—while providing constructive criticism in the process. Even in large classes students can follow their teachers in this act of modeling (of their books, with handouts, or via transparencies), and then be divided into small groups of three to five in order to try their hand and to provide their own feedback. This same approach can be used to teach analysis of graphs, charts, tables, political cartoons, maps, census data, parish rolls, and the like, as the work of Peter J. Frederick and Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr. has demonstrated. Our job, let us remember, is to help students to become more vital human beings, to teach them to learn and to think. And this means we must involve them in "analyzing materials, formulating problems, developing hypotheses, bringing evidence to bear, criticizing and evaluating alternative solutions."

Modeling, not incidentally, is also a way to reveal ourselves as passionate, human creatures, with deeply held beliefs and convictions that cannot necessarily be proven or disproven objectively. In turn, this becomes an opportunity for teachers to show themselves as subjective beings who can tolerate and respect alternative opinions. History is, in fact, not as objective as we might like to believe, and realizing this can perhaps help us to be more honest with ourselves and with our students. More than a

---


hundred years ago, Nietzsche reflected on this very subject, declaring that "History unsettles the feelings...If the personality is once emptied of its subjectivity, and comes to what men call an 'objective' condition, nothing can have any more effect on it....You can explain the past only by what is most powerful in the present...To take everything objectively, to be angry at nothing, to love nothing, to understand everything—makes one gentle and pliable."  

All of the above, then, is to say that being a lecturer does not preclude the use of other teaching techniques and a variety of postures. Discussion can be used with most classes, regardless of size; all students do not have to participate, but the very act of discussion can encourage intellectual engagement if not vocal involvement. Ask questions, and ask for questions and comments. For this to be intellectually sound, however, instructors must explain that they will only accept comments and reactions based on an assessment of facts and on interpretations, not simply on "personal feelings"—although feelings, which cannot be discounted, might instead be used as a basis on which to broaden understanding. As R.G. Collingwood wrote, "To the historian, the activities whose history he is studying are not spectacles to be watched, but experiences to be lived through his own mind; they are objective, or known to him, only because they are also subjective, or activities of his own."

Similarly, an instructor's questions should go beyond the simple recall of facts to include the effects of learning what it means to think historically. Call on students who look puzzled in order to elicit questions from those who might be reluctant to volunteer. Questions form a bridge between the two techniques—of lecture and discussion—and will help you to gauge student comprehension. Good lecturing, especially when joined by discussion, can teach compassion, tolerance, and empathy. Together they can also teach a love of words and for the poetry of language; and they can help you to improve your ability to think on your feet and to learn to be in command of your mind.

Organization and Connections: For any lecture to be successful the teacher must be organized, keeping in mind both the plan for each specific class session and for the entire course, and then thinking about how these are related. Lectures in which insights

17Even the Socratic method will be useless unless students are prepared with sufficient reading and understanding. "Socratic questions rarely evoke factual information because their intent is not to challenge the student's knowledge-base but to bring information already possessed into the student's conscious awareness and help him or her reason through difficult problems." James C. Overholser, "Socrates in the Classroom," The Social Studies, 83:2 (March/April 1992), 78.
18An excellent work on this subject is John A. Williams, Classroom in Conflict: Teaching Controversial Subjects in a Diverse Society (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1994).
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are scattered and not clearly connected make it difficult for students to assimilate the material, much less to understand and retain it. Even a great delivery cannot camouflage lack of preparation, whereas having one's lecture notes or outline organized will fail to help students if there is no pattern when the lecture is delivered. "Ideally students should be able to state the intended organization, and how one fact is broadly related to the rest, at any time during the lecture, firstly because they need to take notes if the amount of information to be retained exceeds the amount they can remember, and secondly because these links are essential to understanding." 19

Before a lecture, therefore, think of ways to forge links between new material and what students may already know or have learned, between lecture material and out-of-class assignments, between one day's lecture and both the previous and following ones, between a main point and other subjects or other parts of the same subject or even other disciplines. One way to create such links is through the framing device of starting the lecture with references to the last session followed by a summary of the topic for the day. This places students on familiar ground, and it enables the instructor to indicate how one lecture's material follows from the preceding one. 20 In addition, you should determine beforehand what you hope your students will learn as a result of the lecture.

Not incidentally, the organization of a course also includes developing a detailed syllabus, complete with the subject matter to be covered each week (or each class session), course objectives, expectations (both yours of students and theirs of you), grading procedures, a definition of plagiarism (how to avoid plagiarizing 21 and the penalty for failing to do so), due dates for required readings, exams, and assignments, and with all assignments (including written, oral, and research projects) explained thoroughly, so that students know what to expect each week (or day) and what rules you expect them to follow—rules, say, about attendance, arriving late, talking in class. With regard to required readings, it is wise to introduce them and to explain why they have been chosen, both at the start of the course and, later, when they are about to be read, in order to pique students' interest and to explain their importance for the course. Also, plan in advance so that materials you require, such as audio-visual equipment and reading selections, will be ready.

At the start of each lecture pose questions, dilemmas, or problems, or raise a controversial issue related to the session's assignment or to the material to be covered. Allude to this during the lecture, and again at the end of the lecture. Then solicit students' ideas about the degree to which the questions have been answered, the problem

solved, the controversy resolved (or at least sufficiently addressed). This technique provides students with a framework for grasping and organizing the lecture. And responses at the end of class provide the instructor with feedback about student learning and thinking. In other words, allow students to see where you are heading, the main points to be covered, and the purpose behind your choices. In this way, if some students miss a point or a transition, they should still be able to follow the lecture. 22

Variations on these lecture-launching techniques include the introduction of unusual or even alarming facts or statistics, the telling of an intriguing story, or the showing of a dramatic illustration, all connected, of course, to the day's material. These serve the same purpose as an introductory paragraph in an essay, the opening remarks of a speech, or a newspaper headline: They grab the attention of the audience and ease entry into the subject at hand. Remember, however, that attention does not last long. Thus, not only must thought be given to the opening of a lecture, but to retaining attention throughout as well. (The suggestions included in the next section are meant to serve that purpose.)

Consider, as well, the use of handouts, especially in large classes and for lower-division students whose skills development is unsophisticated, because they may be the best way to ensure that everyone in the class receives at least some form of the most essential information. Handouts cannot substitute for elaboration of main points and for the use of examples, but they can provide useful introductory information, they can serve to guide students through the lecture and, perhaps, reduce compulsive note taking. Later, they can help to guide students through their reading and/or reviewing. 23

During the course of every lecture always make it a habit to explain—and to get students to explain—why something was or is significant: in the short run, in the long run, as it relates to other issues and events. Show cause and effect, the impact of something. Make it clear, as well, that events rarely have just one cause and one effect. And while inevitably we must engage in simplifying a topic for pedagogical purposes, students should always be left with a sense of the complexity of the history making process. Focus on change and the causes of change while also calling attention to continuities amid the changes. Explain how events and actions fit in with long-range trends, and how the role played, at times, by contingency or accidental factors must be considered. Similar connections must be made between those actions and an individual's, a government's, or a group's goals and achievements. All this is important to help develop students' ability to think historically, to make them aware that history "is concerned with the processes of life rather than with the meaning or purpose or goal

22Richard L. Weaver II, "Effective Lecturing Techniques: Alternatives to Classroom Boredom," in Weimer and Neff, eds., Teaching College, 65. Weaver outlines a variety of ways to secure students' attention, hold their interest, and develop your own desire and actions to reinforce what you teach.

23Karron G. Lewis, "Teaching Large Classes (How to Do It Well and Remain Sane)," in Prichard and Sawyer, eds. Handbook of College Teaching, 336-37.
of life,"24 and to help them make sense of history so they can appreciate the discipline as being far more than a sterile chronicling of unconnected, perhaps mindless events, all of equal importance (or of equal insignificance).

Useful Strategies

Launching the Lecture: Begin courses by pointing to possible gaps in students' knowledge, or by challenging accepted beliefs, or by raising provocative questions, all of which will be filled, discussed, and possibly answered over the next several weeks. Each of these approaches can serve to raise curiosity and to grab attention. They can help students to know where you are headed and what is expected of them. I especially like to start each course—after I have reviewed the syllabus and other introductory items—with assorted material about the subject matter (e.g., aspects and anecdotes about the British for my courses on their history) and the distinctiveness of my approach that lets them know that both learning and sophisticated subjects can be fun and that I do not fit any preconceived stereotype of a history professor. I find this keeps them a little off balance—in a healthy way—and generates anticipation. Alternatively, it is useful to begin survey courses with a discussion of history as a discipline—perhaps building upon provocative quotations on what history is and means25—and the reasons for studying the particular period and places to be covered.26 One could also anticipate and counter the anti-intellectual old saw, "What can you do with history?" with a brief response to the more insightful, "What can you do without it?"27

In launching a new topic or unit, one can make use of the interactive lecture, a technique involving brainstorming that has been advocated by Peter Frederick.28 Students contribute to the creation of a lecture by participating in the process of structuring a topic into a rational pattern. The teacher begins by having students call out what they know about the topic at hand and, then, by writing on the board (or on a

---


25 In addition to useful reference books such as Bartlett's Familiar Quotations, computer CD-ROM disks, such as Microsoft Bookshelf, are convenient and speedy resources for quotations.

26 Izenberg, "Teaching History," 265.

27 In building a response to this question I use quotations from Polybius ("History offers the best training for those who are to take part in public affairs."), Cicero ("Not to know what happened before one was born is always to be a child."), Plato ("Those who tell the stories also rule the society."), and George Orwell ("Whoever controls the past controls the future.").

transparency) whatever is said. The teacher might arrange these responses in groups or have students comment on the accuracy and relative importance of the items. Either way, many students get to participate and to sense what their classmates already know (or don't know), the teacher gains a sense of the class's level of knowledge and understanding, and a jointly created, even coherent, understanding of the topic is begun. To be sure, the teacher must be a subtle director, making certain the appropriate material is included, but the teacher must also be open enough to deviate from his or her preconceived ideas. One way to keep this method on track is for the instructor to ask the class, now and then, to identify themes and patterns that have emerged from the brainstorming, to make connections between and among what is on the board, and to determine what might be missing. In the end, while considerable time may be consumed in using this approach, it is probably time well spent since students tend to be more preoccupied with thinking than with note taking, and that ought to help them to understand better and to remember more. Of equal consideration, and what may determine the success of the interactive lecture, is the careful planning that will be needed beforehand in order for the teacher to be prepared to redirect the energy level that has been raised.

Attention and Imagination Techniques: Employing humor in the classroom was once thought to be unprofessional: it was unscholarly and undignified; it was frivolous and mere entertainment, the antithesis of education, which was serious business. To be humorous was to court popularity. In our own time, however, humor in teaching not only has received better press, it is seen as well as being compatible with learning, freeing creative thinking, and reducing social distance; it is also believed to increase attentiveness, interest, and the retention of material, and it can foster class discussion. I like to use humor as a tool to motivate students, although utilizing humor does not presuppose that one is or should be a stand-up comedian or a clown. Humor should emerge from the subject matter and the setting, which means that the lecturer maintains control over the kind of humor and its occasion. Humor relieves anxiety, both the students' and the teacher's, it breaks the ice, it helps to build trust, and it joins students and teacher together in a more relaxed atmosphere. I allow my sense of humor to be spontaneous, but I also use humor in the form of cartoons (from magazines and newspapers as well as published political cartoons that can do double duty as

documents) and howlers (or bloopers), both of which I have been collecting for years. There is no harm in poking playful fun at your subject and at the blunders of those who study it, as long as it is clear to students that there is no intent to ridicule individuals.

Research suggests that students tend to remember principles and generalizations more than anything else, but my own experience indicates they also remember anecdotes, oddities, and curious information as well. Therefore, I like to sprinkle these throughout a lecture as a way of keeping—or even piquing—students’ attention, and of making difficult material more palatable. Students frequently are curious where I find


32Cashin, "Improving Lectures," p. 61.


(continued...).
such items, since they are largely absent from most textbooks and from other history books students have encountered, which conveniently allows me to tell them that I read widely, which in turn encourages them to do the same.

Make the subject matter relevant to the contemporary world, where appropriate, and make it instructive by including references to news of current events that can be linked to what is being studied. The past is always with us at some time or in some way or other, and we have the potential to demonstrate the value of history to the present more accurately—if not more effectively—than TV news reporters or pundits or politicians. While some purists would argue against this suggestion as marginal (irrelevant?) to the study of history, as pandering to fashion and the short attention span of the public, it would be wise to recall that every age writes its own history—because our interpretations depend to a considerable degree on the times in which we live and the values prevalent at that time. For example, does it not make a difference to our understanding of the importance and course of the Bolshevik Revolution, and to the history of the countries of Eastern Europe as well, that the Soviet Union collapsed in our time?

Drawing analogies can be a constructive technique, but doing so should include a discussion of both their value and the pitfalls. We should especially be aware that "there are many examples of how political decisions and developments have been based on misinterpreting and misreading past events, and how historical myths have influenced statesmen and politicians."\(^\text{34}\) Analogies are a matter of interpretation, "proper" interpretation if you will, but since historians and other experts will not always agree on what is the proper interpretation of any series of events, our obligation is to acknowledge the fallibility of this approach while simultaneously using it (cautiously) to promote understanding. Or, as Herbert Butterfield advised, "the chief aim of the historian is the elucidation of the unlikenesses between past and present and his chief

(...)continued


function is to act in this way as the mediator between other generations and our own."\(^{35}\) Thus, to try to find lessons in history may be presumptuous of us, but this does not mean there is nothing to learn from such efforts; or, expressed in another way, history will not enable us to predict the future, but it can help us to anticipate it more intelligently, as long as we remember that our responsibility is not "to dogmas or creeds, but to truth and humanity."\(^{36}\)

The imaginations of students can be stimulated in a variety of ways. Crisp quotations from documentary sources and literary works\(^{37}\) as well as from the writings of other scholars can be included periodically to enliven and enrich the spoken narrative. Likewise, there are recordings of written and spoken documents that might be utilized to punctuate lectures with a dollop of aural you-are-there authenticity.\(^{38}\) The use of pictures, slides, and postcards from travel, museum exhibits, and published catalogues make it easier for students to visualize the places, events, and people being discussed; in addition, I regularly pass around illustrated books, along with photographic material from the likes of *National Geographic*, *History Today*, *Smithsonian*, and *American Heritage*, and from newspapers and travel magazines. Where appropriate, maps—and not just political maps and those that illustrate physical features—should be integrated into lectures, as both primary and secondary sources and as texts drawn to transmit information, ideas, and values.\(^{39}\) Recorded songs and music—which can be used, in fact, as melodic documents—are available in order to


37 One of my favorites, which I use to convey a sense of what it smelled like in early modern times, comes from the murder mystery *Perfume*, by Patrick Süsskind (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1986). It begins: "In the period of which we speak, there reigned in the cities a stench barely conceivable to us modern men and women. The streets stank of manure, the courtyards of urine, the stairwells stank of moldering wood and rat droppings, the kitchens of spoiled cabbage and mutton fat" (3).

38 For example, Edward R. Morrow and Fred W. Friendly's *I Can Hear It Now* (Columbia Masterworks, ML 4095, 4261, 4340) captures the recorded voices of earlier in the twentieth century, and they also recorded interviews with Marian Anderson, Gamal Abdel Nasser, David Ben-Gurion, and Winston Churchill; the Royal Shakespeare Company's *The Hollow Crown: The Fall and Foibles of the Kings and Queens of England* (London Records, A4253) offers dramatic readings of letters, commentaries, and trials in English history; *Great Speeches of the 20th Century* (Rhino Records, R4 70567) is a collection of 68 speeches, mostly from American history, but also relating to events in world history, spanning the years 1906 to 1991.

New Wine in Old Bottles

broaden our understanding of cultures from other times and places in ways that two-dimensional representations and written words cannot; plus they add unexpected excitement. (Many of us even have colleagues who occasionally break into song—or we had teachers who did so—although we need not pretend to have such talent in order to turn up the volume of student interest.)

All this can help teachers and students to feel as if they were there, or at least closer to wherever there was; and all this can be used to create images, moods, and emotions. Just as trial lawyers know that what jurors retain is enhanced and complemented by other sensory input, lecturers should be aware of the comparable impact these can have on students. There are also political cartoons, posters, and reproductions of works of art. For example, the paintings of Peter Bruegel the Elder can form the centerpiece for a lecture on sixteenth-century social life in Europe, while the engravings of William Hogarth can do the same for politics and society in eighteenth-century England.

---

40 For example, see Roderic H. Davison, "Teaching History with Song and Doggerel," Perspectives, 28:8 (November 1990), reprinted in History Anew; Alex Zukas, "Different Drummers: Using Music to Teach History," Perspectives (September 1996); Folk Song in the Classroom, a newsletter, published 3 times a year (contact Diana Palmer, Assistant Editor, 433 Leadmine Road, Fiskdale, MA 01518). The Instructor's Resource Kit to Accompany World Civilizations: The Global Experience, by Peter N. Stearns, et al. (New York: HarperCollins, 1992), includes a 60-minute audio cassette that contains 25 selections from different times and cultures in world history. And History of Music: The Collection is a four-disk CD-ROM (available for both Windows and Macintosh) of music from around the world (Zane Publishing, 1950 8temmons, Ste. 4044, Dallas, TX 75207-3109).


Reference can be made to feature films and television programs students have seen in recent years in order to support accurate portrayals and to correct errors; use film settings to build lessons that take advantage of those big-screen visual images. The films thus can become not history per se, but vivid points of reference if you make them work for you.44 (A colleague has told me, for example, that he has even had success referring to the Arnold Schwarzenegger science-fiction-time-travel adventure, *The Terminator*, when discussing Sidney Hook's *The Hero in History* with regard to the importance of individuals in the making of history. Another uses a short clip from *The Wizard of Oz* when she teaches about Populism in her introductory U.S. history course.)

For the more ambitious—but not much more—try to synchronize and coordinate two of these media supplements. Slides, say, might be matched with music, songs, speeches, literature, or other spoken words. (For example, along with my slide lecture on the Industrial Revolution, in Britain, I play a book-on-tape selection from chapter 15 in Anthony Trollope's 1858 novel *Doctor Thorne* that vividly pulls from the past a glimpse of a village in transition, hurt by the railway that has passed it by.) One can allot five or fifty minutes to the activity; either way, it will help to capture and set an appropriate mood and tone. Sometimes such a presentation can be used to illuminate discussion and assist in textual analysis. At other times a media demonstration might be used to conclude a lecture by allowing the mood thus created to linger.45 In either case,

(...continued)


45 Frederick, "The Lively Lecture—8 Variations," 49.
students are engaged and the lecture is enhanced—although I would recommend paying attention so as to make sure technology does not become intrusive, an end in itself.46

These, then, are just a few ways to encourage students to interact with history, to bring life to a subject so as to give it meaning and value to students, especially among those in survey courses whose main interest may lie elsewhere. These techniques also assist individual students in trying to make sense of, and thus to remember, new information in terms of what they know; that is, "students use their own existing knowledge and prior experience to help them understand the new material; in particular, they generate relationships between and among new ideas and between the new material and information already in memory."47 What must be remembered, too, is that it is the use of a variety of techniques that works best to capture and hold attention.

Delivering the Lecture: When lecturing, movement should be the shadow of speech, even if it only means your shifting from one side of the desk to the other. If you can be aware of how the television camera never stays fixed on a single image, but instead shoots the same individual or scene from different angles, then you will know why it is important to provide some movement, including hand gestures and shifts in body position. An occasional theatrical gesture or over-emphasis can be good for grabbing flagging attention. In addition to actions, the use of emotion-enhancing words creates reactions, and as long as the content of the lecture is of an appropriate quality such words should achieve the desired effect. These suggestions are especially important if you teach large lecture classes, where several factors will work against you: the distance between teacher and students, especially those in middle and back rows, is not readily conducive to interaction or discussion; the seating arrangement usually transforms the student into the role of a spectator, a passive observer who expects to be entertained and informed, not involved; large-size classrooms create an atmosphere that is impersonal, one in which students are especially reluctant to speak and where the instructor appears remote; and large numbers of students make individual participation difficult.48

While in the act of lecturing, pay attention to your audience and try to think yourself into students’ minds in order to reach them more effectively. Non-verbal signs might suggest confusion or lack of attention. You should be able to sense when they are with you, or are confused, or angry, or bored. Try to adjust as you proceed. If there is any doubt about your success here, it would not be a sign of weakness to ask students for suggestions; on the contrary, such a request is more likely to be seen as a reflection of commitment and conscientiousness. In addition, build repetition of important points


into the lecture (more than you would in your writing), in order to reduce the possibility of confusion, and pause at appropriate moments so as to provide students with an opportunity to think and catch up.

Also while lecturing, try to use a conversational delivery, and then try to eliminate what could distract your students, such as a pace that is consistently too slow or too rapid, or pauses that are too long, or the frequent use of "a-a-a-a," "you know," "okay," or "I mean," and the like, or ticks such as tugging at eye glasses or jewelry, or jiggling change or keys in a pocket, or regularly clearing your throat. As a speech teacher once told me, a speech defect is anything that calls attention to itself. (Viewing an occasional lecture you have had videotaped will enable you to see yourself as others do and, in time, to work on eliminating those distractions.) The pace at which you lecture should be adjusted according to what students are expected to be doing. For example, your words and ideas might be spoken somewhat rapidly if only listening is required from students. But if they are to take notes and to reflect on various points of the lecture, then a slower pace is necessary. Also, the introduction of new, complex, or unfamiliar material (or vocabulary) suggests that more time is needed by students for absorption and ordering.49

Be aware, too, that students look for cues to suggest what it is the teacher has determined is important. Speak loud enough to be heard at the back of the room, and vary the speed with which you talk, slowing and providing emphasis in order to stress a key point, increasing the pace as you move on. But delivery is not just tempo and inflection; it is also alternating between "general information and detail, difficult concepts and easy ones, gravity and humor. You can overdo the use of any: the trick is to keep all in proportion."50 Delivery is also how you carry yourself, how you stand and move about; therefore, adopt a posture that conveys a sense of the importance of what it is you are doing.

Your attitude toward students, your demeanor, will likely affect their attitude toward you, your course, and eventually their ability to learn. We all have colleagues who are learned, bright, and capable, but who turn students away from—rather than toward—the discipline. By appearing in class on time, by being prepared and attentive, we are quietly telling students they have our respect and that we are there to further their education. When students speak, we respect what they express even when we must correct them; we offer praise when it is warranted and encouragement for an honest effort made. We develop rapport with students. To intimidate students, to try to impress them with our credentials or with an air of superiority, and to appear unapproachable

49Marilla Svinicki, "How to Pace Your Lecture," in Weimer and Neff, eds., Teaching College, 71-73.
is only to call attention to our own inadequacies and to create obstacles to learning. \(^{51}\)

Seek a comfortable balance between formality and familiarity.

**A Potpourri of Strategies:** Explode myths in a dramatic way to call attention to the mystery and the propaganda of history, to its being alive and changing, in order to create curiosity and interest. \(^{52}\)

For example, I start my lecture on Martin Luther and the Reformation by asking students to visualize a movie screen, to see on that screen a sixteenth-century town square in the German city of Wittenberg, with its large castle church appearing at the top-center. The day is October 31, 1517, All Hallows' Eve, the day before All Saints' Day; it is a festive time, and town folks are setting up booths and stalls as many others are milling about. Suddenly, I say, we see an intense monk walking across the square toward the church, carrying a rolled parchment, a hammer, and some nails. No one pays him much attention as he passes by until he mounts the steps to the church, whereupon he unravels the parchment, tacks it to the church door, and leaves the way he came. On the parchment is printed Luther's 95 Theses on Indulgences. People gather in front of the door, read the theses, and start talking among themselves, with increased levels of agitation. The scene then changes to a map of Europe, with Wittenberg highlighted in bold Gothic print. We stare at the map for a moment as a crackling sound is heard and a small flame breaks through the parchment at Wittenberg. Soon all of Europe is ablaze with the challenge of Martin Luther, and the Reformation has begun. This was a very dramatic moment, I tell my students, but the problem is that in spite of what they have read and heard, this posting of the 95 Theses never really happened! \(^{53}\)

I do not tell them what, in fact, did happen until later, after we have gone into the Reformation's background. Not only does this little dramatization enable me to explode a myth and rouse curiosity, it also allows us to talk about literacy and the use of Latin versus the vernacular, historiography and historical interpretation, how events can be manipulated, and why it makes a difference where a position is argued. A gimmick or theatrics, therefore, need not be anti-intellectual. If truth be told, effective lecturing inevitably must involve some theatrics, whether it be an intimate variety associated with smaller classes or the more pronounced for larger classes.

During the course of a lecture, repeat important points several times, each in a slightly different way, from a different perspective, or with altered language; thus, build repetition into what you do. This gives slower note-takers a chance to catch up, it calls attention to particularly important points, and it enables those points to be digested.

\(^{51}\) Murray, “How Do I Lecture Thee?,” I 12.

\(^{52}\) For good background reading on debunking myths and on forged and dubious documents, see Allan Nevins, *The Gateway to History* (Garden City, NY: Anchor/Doubleday, 1962), especially chapters V and VI. For specific works that debunk such myths, see the first half dozen sources in note #33.

Understanding will also be increased if key points are illustrated with examples—frequent examples—especially with examples that involve student participation. By way of illustration, a theme that is woven into my week-long lecture on the Italian Renaissance, in a survey course, is that that period was not simply a cultural phenomenon but rather the result of the interrelationship among economic, political, social, and cultural factors. As each of these factors is discussed and supported with examples, I call attention to the theme; after a while I ask students to identify the ways in which all the factors come together. By the end of the unit, the point has not only been made but understood as well.

Develop a sense of the students you teach. Where possible, try to link aspects of the lecture to their collective interests, to utilize examples that are vivid, curious, and intriguing, to build suspense as you advance toward resolving conflicts, and to call attention to resolutions that will create future problems. Such methods need not compromise the integrity of a subject, whereas they can serve to draw students in and secure their attention. Having a sense of one's students also means being aware of what they know and do not know; therefore, as new words, names, or concepts are introduced, be alert to the need to explain or to have students take over this task and thus involve them further.

We are all asked questions periodically to which we do not know the answer. When that happens, turn the question back to the students, to get one or more of them to look it up and report back at the next class session—but make sure you look it up too. Or use the revelation of your temporary ignorance to demonstrate that both you, and the discipline, do not have all the answers, and that professionals and experts do not always agree. Also, be prepared to learn from your students, and acknowledge that phenomenon, and be prepared as well to build on students' ideas; you will likely earn their respect, and everyone profits.

In a related way, if you blunder, stumble, or make an obvious mistake—which we all do from time to time—try to use that to your advantage; turn an apparent weakness into a strength. Acknowledge your own limitations. Do not be afraid to make fun of yourself in order to reveal this human side; your students will likely think more highly of you and be able to identify with you. Just as we cannot know it all, we also cannot be flawless.

On the practical side, provide specific directions to yourself, in your lecture notes, of any actions you would like to take, such as moving forward toward the class or using a prop. Likewise, know the classroom in which you will teach in order to figure out—in advance—how to use it to your best advantage. For example, know where audio-visual materials might, or must, be used; make sure equipment as well as outlets work; test acoustic potential and problems; determine noises that might be made by lights, equipment, student movement, desks, entrances, and exits. In other words, know your setting and prepare accordingly.
There are times when something you say or something written in one of your required readings will be challenged by a student. Not all challenges will be intellectual; some will be emotional. Rather than get defensive and spoil for a fight, learn to reinterpret challenges to what you say in order to give them an intellectual basis. Make it a learning experience.

Just as we instruct students to employ transitions in their writing as they move from point to point, so too as we lecture we should be aware of a comparable need. Comprehension will improve if students can see and understand that where you have come from is connected to where you are going. Since connections that are logical to us may not be so to all students, it is generally wise to articulate these transitions explicitly, especially when they are not merely chronological. That is, it may make sense to move from the revolutions of 1830 to those of 1848, but more care should be taken to explain the links, say, between Romanticism and Liberalism.

Note-taking seems to go hand-in-hand with lecturing, and since note-taking is an aid to memory, plan and organize your lecture in such a way that as you speak you are able to think in terms of the relative ease (or difficulty) that may be involved for students as they take notes. This is where an outline (on the board or with an overhead) and your regularly writing all names and terms on the board will help students to know (and how to spell) what you expect them to remember. Plus the act of writing on the board is a welcome and helpful break in the flow of the lecture, which means it is best to cease speaking as you write.

Summarizing and Reviewing: Learning is also enhanced when a lecture is interrupted by periodic summaries of the material just presented. Students can then catch up and correct misperceptions or errors. Such summaries also serve as transitions from one topic or theme to another, which in turn helps students to see your organization and improve their own. Similarly, conclude a lecture by recapitulating key points, by putting the subject in perspective relative to what the course has covered and what it will cover. Then leave students with a question or two that will help them to think about the material and, possibly, to anticipate the next class session.

Some review before exams is appreciated by students. In addition to highlighting major topics to be covered on the test and to indicating the readings for which students will be responsible and the weighting and type of the questions to be asked, I devote time to practical advice about preparing to take the exam. I distribute a list of directive word meanings (e.g., describe, analyze, compare), and I discuss what it means to

---

54 Williams, *Classroom in Conflict*, 163-69.
56 Such a list is included in the Course Description booklet for Advanced Placement History (published annually by The College Board), but with the use of simple dictionary definitions and sample questions incorporating the words you use, you can easily make up your own list.
analyze the significance of something—which is appropriate for both essays and identifications—and why listing is different from comparing. I address what it means to analyze a question and the value of brainstorming and clustering related information before beginning to write; I speak to the importance, for responding to an essay question, of organization, of an introduction and a thesis statement, and of a conclusion (which is different from a summary).\footnote{Blackey, "Bull's-eye."} I offer suggestions for ways to study the material to be covered on the exam, and I make good use of sample essays that I comment on in such a way that students are able to know what to expect from me. When I use multiple-choice questions, I also distribute samples, and I use them in order to discuss the structure of the questions (e.g., whether I offer them 4 or 5 options for each question, the extent to which the stem and these options include such phrasing as \textit{all of the following except}, \textit{all of the above, A and B only}) and the types relative to difficulty (e.g., recall, analysis, connections). Even the brightest of students can profit from this instruction, and what they learn \textit{about} test taking \textit{can} be utilized easily in other courses.

\textbf{Conclusion}

We should be attentive to and critical of the way in which we lecture, just as we should scrutinize any method or technique used to teach. What we should most certainly not do is abandon the lecture method in favor of new, essentially yet-to-be-proven methods (such as straight interactive learning) or technologies (such as those connected with distance learning). Assertions that the new is superior to the traditional are just that, assertions. A lecture that engages students—involves them \textit{and} informs them—is a truly rewarding experience for all concerned.

Among the clear advantages of the lecture method\footnote{For a balance sheet on the advantages and disadvantages of the lecture method, see William J. Ekeler, "The Lecture Method," in Prichard and Sawyer, eds., \textit{Handbook of College Teaching}, 88-90; Frederick, "The Lively Lecture—8 Variations," 43-50; Cashin, "Improving Lectures," 59-60. The following are some of the disadvantages, and lecturers should at least be aware of what they are and then work to counteract or minimize them: (1) The lecture method tends to be inferior to other methods in developing students' problem-solving and higher order thinking skills (e.g., analysis, synthesis); (2) it focuses more on factual or perceptual learning than on conceptual learning; (3) it fails to account for differences of interest, knowledge, skills, and intellectual ability among students (i.e., one size/approach fits all); (4) immediate feedback as to its effectiveness is difficult to ascertain; (5) all students do not "receive" equally what the lecturer imparts (i.e., students do not learn at the same pace or level of understanding); (6) it is too easy for too many students to remain passive and thus to do little to discover things for themselves; (7) it does not readily promote long-term recall of subject matter; (8) if the teacher is not an effective and skilled speaker, the lecture method will not succeed.} are that it provides a good opportunity for the knowledgeable teacher to present background material and great sweeps of history to students (especially to large numbers of students), or material they do not ordinarily have access to (e.g., new research or interpretations), or subject matter
that is more sophisticated and complicated than they may yet be ready to handle on their own or among themselves. The lecture can promote critical thinking by calling attention to easily overlooked relationships, by raising thought-provoking questions, and then by drawing students into the process through some means of their active involvement. It may be the preferred method when the teacher wishes to define terms, to motivate students to do research, to provide students with a logical and structured approach to a subject, to organize a subject in a special way, to maintain maximum control over what happens in class, or to model a particular thinking process. At its best, the lecture can inspire a reverence for learning, and it can convey an interest in and enthusiasm for a subject. When it does most of these things well, the lecture can, according to Emerson, "set the hearts of youth aflame."

Critics of the lecture method have argued that a major flaw is the lack of immediate feedback (with examinations as a form of feedback usually not serving as a learning experience for students). The same flaw, however, is also a characteristic of books and articles, but this does not seem to keep us from publishing or from assigning such works by others.

Besides, we can learn from and build upon the feedback that comes from student evaluations; and just as we, as writers, profit from the suggestions of good editors, lecturers would be wise to have experienced colleagues observe them in action and offer constructive criticism. In addition, by having a class videotaped, lecturers can be their own observers, to see and feel what works. It is also recommended that instructors seek permission to visit the classes of colleagues known to be effective lecturers; alternatively, there are videotapes available of skilled lecturers that can be viewed, and studied, to good effect.

Finally, there is indirect feedback in the form of audience reactions (e.g., facial expressions)—if we pay attention to those reactions. Moreover, as we have seen, direct feedback can be built in if the traditional lecture is expanded beyond traditional boundaries. In fact, it may be that the greatest opportunity for the lecturer is interacting with an audience. Good lecturing, like painting and music composition, is part art, part skill, and a lot of planning; we can learn a certain amount by reading, but ultimately we must practice, practice, practice.

59 Quoted in Frederick, "The Lively Lecture—8 Variations," 44.
60 Bligh, What's the Use of Lectures?, 11.
61 Lectures on videotape, including by historians, are available from the Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning (Harvard University, One Oxford Street, Room 318, Cambridge, MA 02138); Stanford Video and Electronic Media Group (Stanford Alumni Association, Bowman Alumni House, Stanford, CA 94305-4005); The Teaching Company (7405 Alban Station Court, Suite A107, Springfield, VA 22150-2318).